
 

Proficiency Testing 
Event

Satisfactory Performance

Analyze results to check if all results were on  same 
side of mean, any results with SD > 2.0, any patterns 
or trends, or any results not graded

If any results ungraded, then self evaluation of results 
may be performed as to reason

Unsatifactory 
Performance

Abnormal Results on more than one analyte for a 
instrument

Instrument related problem requiring  investigation

Abnormal result only affecting test result in certain 
ranges (high or low)

Linearity or Calibration issue

Problem with several analytes from same PT specimen Problem with PT specimen integrity or reconstitution

Evaluate status of affected test at time of initial testing Maintenance issues?

Evaluate QC logs Were values all in range, or any trends or shifts noted?

Evaluate Enviromental logs
Any temperature or humidity abnormalities that could 
affect results

Check that all reagents and controls used are current 
and not outdated

Retest the original PT specimen that were retained 
from this event

if results or original sample in question are now in 
range

Problem will be termed "Random Analytic 
Error as a result of Aliquot evaporation, 
Pipetting or dilution error, Intrument 
instability/Power surge

If two or more results from the original sample are 
biased in the same direction

Problem is referred to as "short term systematic 
analytic error" that may be due to improper 
instrument maintenance, reagent deterioration, 
improper calibration

If the results of the 
original PT sample retest 
are NOT in range:

A new sample of PT sample 
in question will be 
obtained from API and be 
tested.  If a sample is 
unavailable. then split-
specimen testing may be 
performed

If the new specimen is 
now in range, then the 
original problem may 
have been due to:

Bacterial or fungal contamination, delay or 
temperature damage in shipment, hemolysis of 
specimen, reconstitution error, delay in testing

If the new specimens are 
also out of range, the 
problem is likely due to 
"Long term systematic 
error" such as:

Miscalibration Recalibrate instrument

Repetitive procedural error re-evaluate procedure and retrain staff

Infrequent performance
staff retraining or consider stopping 
testing on this analyte

Major instrument maintenance problem Call for service and repair

Matric effect or 
incompatibility with lab 
method

Contact API

If any of the above 
problems are identified 
by the above 
algorhythm, then an 
evaluation of patient 
results since the original 
proficiency testing 
occurred will be 
performed:

Additional lab meetings

Review of daily patient logs for trends or patterns 
of abnormal lab results

Review of testing personnel logs vs abnormal 
results  to look for trends by personnel

Documentation of investigations and corrective 
actions for any PT failures

Documentation of any needed self-evaluations 
that were performed

Copies of the documentation will be retained for 
two years

 


